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Introduction

The NOMAD detector relies on an electronic trigger to detect the presence of interesting
interactions and to initiate the data acquisition system. In the early stages of the
experiment, a relatively simple trigger based on NIM logic was in use, employing only
signals from the veto scintillators (V) and two planes of trigger scintillators (Tl and
T2). This allowed for just a single trigger to be available at any given time. At the
beginning of the 1995 experimental run, a more sophisticated system, based on a set of
custom built programmable trigger boards (the so-called "MOTRINO" boards), was
commissioned by the experiment. These boards provided greater flexibility and physics
potential to NOMAD, by allowing for up to six independent triggers to be formed from
input signals which could now include information from the calorimeters. Whilst the
added flexibility came at the cost of extra complexity, the MOTRINO trigger system
has operated very successfully since its introduction.

We report here on the status of an offline study of the NOMAD triggers, which has
several motivations. Of primary importance is to demonstrate, using offline information
recorded by the individual subdetectors comprising NOMAD, that the online trigger
system is functioning as expected. Such an investigation serves to complement the
extensive monitoring which is already carried out online. More specific to the needs
of the offline software and analysis, the reconstruction of tracks and vertices in the
detector requires some knowledge of the time at which the trigger has occured, in
order to locate relevant hits in the drift chambers and muon chambers in particular.
The fact that the different triggers allowed by the MOTRINO board take varying times
to form complicates this task. Finally, an offline trigger algorithm may serve as a tool
to shed light on situations where the online trigger status bits have not been recorded
correctly, as happens in a small number of cases, or as an aid to studies with the aim
of further refinement of the online triggers themselves.

Brief Review of Trigger Types

For the majority of the 1995 run, the MOTRINO trigger board was set up to produce
four different trigger types during the two neutrino spill gates V\ and v2, and two trigger
types during the interspill "flat top" muon gate, when through going muons from other
West Area beams were present in the detector.

The neutrino gate triggers were the following:

Ta The standard trigger for detecting charged current (CC) and neutral current
(NC) neutrino interactions in the drift chamber fiducial volume. The primary use
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of these interactions will be in the search for neutrino oscillations, though they
will produce a rich data set for many other analyses of neutrino interactions.

V8FCAL A trigger to detect CC and NC interactions in the forward calorimeter
(FCAL). These interactions can be used, amongst other things, for the study of
dimuon events, in the search for neutral heavy leptons, and in the determination
of the ratio of neutral to charged current interactions.

V E E C A L A trigger to detect CC and NC interactions occuring in the electromagnetic
calorimeter (ECAL). A primary use of these interactions is to establish the shape
of the neutrino beam profile in NOMAD.

A trigger for quasielastic neutrino and antineutrino CC interactions
in the FCAL. These interactions can help in determining the flux normalization,
and in precisely measuring the ratio of V^ to v^ in the beam.

The muon gate triggers were:

VT1T2 A trigger for through-going muons, used for detector calibration and online
monitoring.

VT1T2ECAL' A trigger to provide a sample of deep inelastic NC muon interactions.
Since the incoming and outgoing muon can be reconstructed, the hadronic shower
can be used to determine the hadronic energy resolution. -

Trigger Timing Studies

The sensitivity of the efficiency of track reconstruction in the drift chambers to the
choice of starting "To" used for finding hits in the drift chamber TDCs was studied,
using V T ^ triggers from run 9094 taken on the 1st August 1995. It was found that the
value To = 1402 ns which is currently employed in the standard offline reconstruction
is a good choice, and that deviations in To from this value by more than the order of
20 ns leads to serious loss of efficiency in track reconstruction.

The suitability of this value of To when reconstructing trigger types other than VT1T2
was investigated, by comparing the results of reconstruction using this value to recon-
struction using

a) A global offset dependent on trigger type, determined by examining the distribution
of TDC hits in the trigger plane T2 for a large number of events.

b) An event by event offset dependent on trigger type, based on modification of the
global offset taking into account the T2 TDC hits for the event in question.

It was found that the canonical value is suitable for the reconstruction of the triggers
VTiT2, VT!T2 and V^T^FCAL'. For V8FCAL triggers a lowering of the To value



by 35 ns is appropriate. A marked improvement in reconstruction efficiency for the
ECAL based triggers is observed when option a) and particularly option b) is employed.
Further study of these corrections, concentrating on those trigger types not explicitly
employing Ti and T2 is necessary.

Finally a preliminary algorithm to determine trigger conditions offline was developed.
This was applied to the trigger types VT1T2 and VT1T2. On the assumption that the
online trigger is correct in each case, an efficiency for the offline algorithm of 99.8%
for VTxT2 and 97.8% for VTiT2 was obtained. Further study is required here also, to
determine whether the remaining inefficiency is attributable to the offline algorithm or
points to problems with the online trigger. Extension of the algorithm to the remaining
trigger types is planned.


